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Bodyguard series 1 episode 1

Tomatometer Has Not Been A Consensus Critic Yet. There is not enough rating to calculate the score. A war veteran who now works as a specialist protection officer is tasked with protecting the ambitious and powerful Home Secretary. NOTE: SOME OF THE QUOTES BELOW CONTAIN SPOILERS See All Critics Reviews (1) As the
episode begins, David Budd (Richard Madden) wakes up boarding the train. A boy sleeps beside him. Her daughter was there, too. David covered Charlie (Matthew Stagg) and told Ella (Bella Padden) to do the same with the train stopped to pick up more passengers. He saw a weird guy outside get rid of his phone. The train controller
checked the mail in the bathroom. The man doesn't seem to answer. David asked a passenger to keep an eye on her children. He soon learned that the guard was worried about the man in the toilet. He learned that there was a possibility of a suicide bomber on the train. David got Sandra's phone number (Olwen May) and was ready to
act. Officers arrived on the train tracks. David approached the toilet. He called the guard and tried to get him to open the exit door. Calls are dropped. He called it again. He told him to unlock the door. David planned to remove the man from the train. The man appeared and David did nothing. He just followed him back to his seat. He called
Sandra and explained that the subject (Faraz Ayub) didn't appear to be carrying a bomb. He didn't believe the man was a threat. He plans to check the toilet for a bomb. Officers outside are ready to raid the train when it stops. David opened the toilet door and found a woman with a bomb epitomized on her body. David tried to talk the
woman down. The woman started to sob. She told Sandra about the woman. He told him to stop officers from raiding the train. Passengers on the carriage are transferred to safety. David introduced himself to the woman. The woman gave her name, Nadia (Anjli Mohindra). She explained that the man earlier was her husband. David
offered to help protect the woman from her husband. She told Nadia about her children. Officials outside agreed to stand down. Nadia began to panic. David began chatting about his time in Afghanistan. Nadia's husband was brought into custody. The officer approaches as David speaks to Nadia. Officers tried to get David to get out. He
refused. Zoom the shooter in the bathroom. David told officers that Nadia wanted to surrender. The woman teamed up with David. David refused to let the woman leave the toilet. David spins the woman around and continues to protect her. David made sure the shooter couldn't get a shot that The expo was eventually ordered. Karen
arrived to defame the bomb. Nadia teamed up with Karen. The bomb belt was removed from Nadia. David and Nadia got out of the train. Nadia watches as her husband is brought to go. David told Nadia that he is safe now because he is haunted away. David and the kids got the police escort home. Vicky (Sophie Rundle) is there to
welcome them. The kids were quickly placed in bed. Vicky Vicky make david holidays. They agreed to chat downstairs. However, Vicky wouldn't kiss her. David decided to leave anyway. The following day, news reports about the event were broadcast. David drove and heard the Home Secretary, Julia Montague (Keeley Hawes), speaking
on the matter. David spoke to his boss about the situation. He learned that he would be assigned to the Home Secretary. David began investigating him. He learned that he strongly supports military action abroad. We see that David has scars on his back from his time in the military. David met Julia. He wanted to talk to him about using
the basement entrance. Julia doesn't seem interested. He learned that Julia loved being seen. David observes everything from distance. He rode with Julia that night as she ran business on the phone. David gave Terry instructions. Julia shut them down and preferred Terry to take a conventional path. Julia wants to know how long the
detour will take. David had no answers. Yet he wanted to take his way anyway. Julia eventually made it home. David accompanies him in it. He's looking for a room. Julia didn't want David to find her study. He did so anyway. He kept fining with him. Julia learned that David was responsible for stopping the train terror attack. He started
changing his song with him. Rob Macdonald (Paul Ready) arrives outside. David got the door and spoke to Rob. David pushes crackers and leaves. He soon returned home. He called Vicky and spoke to him briefly. He seems eager to talk to him. He didn't like the fact that David drank. He hangs on him. The following day, we heard more
news reports about the terror attacks. Julia is ready for a radio interview. Julia gets a coffee spilled on her. David let him wear it. The interview begins. David Watches as Julia talks about her plans. He is accused of trying to monitor phone calls, emails, and social media without judicial review. He watched the interview again and again that
night. He didn't seem too impressed by Julia's statements. The following day, David had to rush upstairs. He was ordered to remove Dyson from the building. He argued with Rob. David managed to calm him downstairs and accompany him downstairs. He explained that he was fired. He bought Julia. Next, Julia is stopped by Roger
Penhaligon (Nicholas Gleaves). She's guessing her TV interview. Roger became rough with David when he asked them to move inside the house. David managed to close it. Julia is curious if David is really biracial. He admitted that he didn't. Day ends back in Julia's place. Her house was searched by David again. He gave it Back. He
apologized about Dyson. David was asked about his wife and children. They chat about their working lives. Julia spoke of her decision to become a politician. He asked him if he meant what he said on television. He insists he makes harsh choices. He explained that he did not need David to vote for the vote just protect it. David Leaves.
That night, David stopped himself from calling Vicky again. In the morning, he visited him. He apologized the other night. Julia was screened on television arguing her case. David again wanted to talk to Vicky. He told David that he needed help. He told him that he had met someone. David pleaded with him not to divorce anymore. She
tells her that she can get a pension if something happens to her at work as long as they are legally married. Chanel Dyson (Stephanie Hyam) met with reporters. Dyson kidnaped Julia to reporters. He explained that Julia wanted to raise fear and seize power. Reporters don't like the fact that Dyson was fired. Chanel was told to get
something concrete and contact his back. Luke Aitkens (Matt Stokoe) arrived and asked Chanel if he went in. He ended up coming in. David attended a meeting with the Veterans Peace Group. He heard Andy Apsted (Tom Brooke) talk about military action abroad. Luke is there, too. Andy voiced against Julia. After the encounter, David
spoke to Andy about life and PTSD. Andy tried to get him to join the counselling session. Andy is not happy with David's new line of work. David talks about killing politicians. He went home and prepared the gun. He met Julia and Rob the following day. Bodyguard Review I usually don't like this type of show. However, Bodyguard is slightly
different. It starred in Richard Madden as David Budd. Although he may seem like a quiet, cool character, it is clear that he is being eaten alive by the past. He lost his family too and he wasn't the only one. There are plenty of soldiers of the past like him out there. David seemed to portray Julia Montague despite being put in keeping her
protective. Can he overstep the lines and kill that are supposed to protect? It's definitely an interesting scenario. The opener is pretty good. The show seemed liberal-leaning, but I enjoyed it. The opener scores 8 of 10. Jay Skelton is a fan of all television shows and movies. He tries his best to follow the latest foreign television shows and
films. Jay loves skinny dipping in the dark too. Prime Minister Bodyguard established an interesting dynamic - can a man who feel betrayed by his government protecting one of the most outspoken members? It's an extreme situation but also related in more time and more passionate positions on terrorism and wartime. What if your job
requires you to care about the life of someone you consider to be understood from your own? It's part of David Budd's DNA to protect, but what happens half of his personality contradicts half that feels like the British government ruined his life? The table is set for Bodyguard with an eye-affecting type of massage that fits for streaming
services such as Netflix, which hopes you'll put a remote Smart TV down and not take it anymore for six hours. The first third of the episode a fishing introduction to David Budd, played by Richard Madden. We got details about him through the action, saw him on a train with two children sleeping, revealing that he was a parent. He was
also very observing. He saw a man acting funny when the train stopped at the station but appeared to let it go until he saw a worker knocking on the bathroom door. Who is he looking for? He stopped at the door in front of David's car and knocked on several occasions, didn't get an answer. David soon learned that there were reports that
a suicide bomber could board a train. He told him about suspicious behaviour and learned that they would divert the train to a sliding depot, so it didn't get into a crowded station in London. David seems ready to push a man with a bomb around his waist out the door open on a moving train, but he hesitates. The man doesn't have a device.
It seems that everything will be fine. Everything is most definitely not good. After a moment of calm, David returned to the bathroom to see if the man planted the device there, and he found what was left, the man's couple, a woman terrified by a bomb around her middle. David went into action. He felt that he was scared; he didn't want to
do this. He sees it in his similarities. He also felt he was used by his top people to commit war crimes as a soldier in the Middle East. She appealed to her humanity, even showing her a picture of her children on the phone, and learning her name was Nadia. It's a very directed massage and acts well, the kind that immediately attracts the
audience. In many ways, David is a foot in the mine here. If he moves, it will go away. That sense of immediacy was enhanced when David realized at the depot that everyone around him wanted Nadia to die. Not only will he prevent him from blowing up the train but he will take care of his life at the same time. He put his body against him,
blocked shooter shots and ignored orders from officers currently boarding the train. It's a lot going on in one tense scene that works not only as an action but the development of character - David is willing to sacrifice himself to protect someone who, just moments ago, is willing to kill hundreds of people. It works. Nadia is safe, and David
makes it home. Well, he made it to what was recalled home. We learned that David's marriage was on the rocks. He is separated from his wife, and it is clearly more of his choice than he is. Then, we'll learn that his ex has moved on to another man and that David likes to call him after some too much Before that, David would meet Julia
Montague, played by Keeley Hawes. Julia is the Home Secretary, and she's a war hawk, one accused of quickly using train incidents to fear further privacy invasions and perhaps even military action. David was tasked with leading his protection duties, first buttering heads with his claims, including not using an underground garage so he
could be seen entering his building breaking when he wants to change the route on his way home. We met several people in Julia's orbit, including a PR adviser named Chanel Dyson, played by Stephanie Hyam, who got an axe after an incident involving a spilled coffee. He tried to go to the press to shed the beans in Julia, but disgruntled
workers didn't make great resources. We also met with former Julia, Roger Penhaligon, the Conservative Party's whip chief and Montague political opponent, as well as Rob McDonald, a special adviser to the Home Secretary, who appeared to have more than professional ties to Julia. Then, we will meet Andy Apsted, played by the
excellent Tom Brooke, a veterinarian and friend of David who heads the Veterans Peace Group and decided David for working with the government that betrayed him. All of these supporting characters are interesting, but the Premiere of Bodyguard aims to establish a conflict in David Budd's daily existence. He now needs to protect
someone he radically disagrees. There are distinguishing scenes in which David almost seems to lose his grip on slight sanity, watching Julia say That doesn't require an apology for the past over and over again on the loop. Julia will not apologise for the destructive conflict of David's life. How will this truth affect his decision when he
needs to save him? Julia felt this theft - probably not the first time it happened with one of her guards - and said I didn't need you to vote for me. Just to protect me. Will he? There's something quite cooling in the real line of the show's finale: looks like the Home Secretary can't be in safer hands. We'll see. • There have been several reports
on the show showing that the terror threat level in the U.K. was raised to Significant. If you're wondering how that position is at level, it's in the middle. The threat level goes, orderly, Low, Medium, Big, Severe, and Critical. • If you are wondering what the U.S. equivalent is to the home secretary, Julia Montague's position, there is not one
because the task is connected differently in the U.K. The secretary of home there handles immigration in a way that we don't really have an equivalent position for and dealing with national security as a whole, but one can argue that the attorney general might come closest here. The current home secretary is Sajid Javid. Wondering what
he thinks of the show. • If you're wondering how this show takes place in the U.K., the answer is that it's huge. It is the highest rated BBC drama since 2008 while running there in August this year. More than 17 million people watched the match last month. Only time will tell if he catches in the Lands to the same level. Bodyguard Premiere
Recap: A Major Threat
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